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Bring with you resources signposting local services that will support LGBT 
people to stop smoking. 

“Hi my name is [name here] and I’m from [organisation name here] and 
I’m here to talk to people about smoking. Can we have a short chat about 
your smoking?”
If the person says “No”, ask them if they would like a card with details of stop 
smoking services for their future use if they do decide to quit. 
Put the following into words that feel natural for you: “If you ever want to stop 
smoking there are services that can help you be more successful and we can 
put you in touch with them when you are ready. Wanting to stop smoking is key 
to success so you should wait until you really want to stop before trying.”
If you have a card with service information and or contact details offer it to the 
person now. If they take it – great; if they don’t keep it for the next person.
If the person says “Yes”, ask them if they have a few moments to talk 
about their smoking that may help them quit. If they agree ask the following 
questions:

“How many cigarettes do you usually smoke a day?”
This indicates what type of smoker they are. 
More than 10 cigarettes = nicotine addicted smoker. 
Less than 10 cigarettes = smoker of habit rather than addiction. 
Both smoking addiction and habits need to be addressed to help someone quit 
successfully.

“How old were you when you started smoking regularly?”
The earlier someone starts smoking the harder it can be to break the habits 
they have formed associated with smoking, like always having one with their 
coffee, or sharing one after sex. It could also indicate that they will have more 
smoking-related health issues and should strongly consider quitting for health 
reasons.
If someone started smoking as an adult rather than as a teenager they are 
likely to have less health issues, but as they made the decision to start smoking 
as an adult they could prove more stubborn and find it more difficult to quit. 
Lack of health issues as a motivation to quit also comes into play here.
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“How soon after waking up do you have your first cigarette?” 

The sooner after waking up someone starts smoking the more addicted to nicotine or the habit they have 
formed they are.

“Do you smoke if you are ill and in bed for most of the day?”
“Do you wake up at night and smoke?”
Yes answers to these questions usually indicate the most heavily addicted smokers, who will need more 
support, both via group sessions and the nicotine replacement therapy or stop smoking drug they choose. 
It’s important they are dissuaded from trying to quit smoking ‘cold turkey’ as they are very likely to fail, go 
back to smoking and be convinced they can never quit.

“How many times have you tried to quit smoking?”
Most smokers will have tried to quit at least four times before they are successful. It’s important that 
potential quitters know this so they don’t think it’s just them that can’t quit. It can be difficult to quit without 
good and appropriate support.

“How long ago was your last serious attempt to quit? How long did you quit for?”
‘How long ago’ will indicate their level of motivation to quit. ‘How long for’ will indicate how successful that 
was. The longer the better, this time we can support them to make it as long as possible. If they have had 
a long abstinence that means they can have another, usually for ever.

“When you’ve tried quitting before have you used anything to try and help you?”

 
You are far more likely to quit successfully if you use a support method that includes any of the nicotine 
replacement therapies (NRT) or drugs listed above. The main reason for the failure of NRT is that it isn’t 
used properly (who reads instructions in drug packets?) or it wasn’t strong enough, providing enough 
nicotine to keep cravings to a minimum. It’s useful to point out that a combination of preferred therapies, 
such as patches for long term provision of nicotine, plus gum or lozenges to cope with strong cravings 
greatly increases your success in quitting. Joining a group, getting information and support alongside using 
NRT, a combination of NRT or one of the stop smoking drugs has the best success rate.
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 �Within 5 mins? 
 � In the first 15 mins? 

 � In the first half hour? 
 �Within an hour or after?

 �Nothing
 �Gum
 �Patches

 � Lozenges
 �Nasal Spray
 �Microtabs

 � Inhalator
 �Zyban
 �Champix



Just a quick word about nicotine here. It really isn’t the enemy that it’s been painted. Yes, it’s the reason 
that people smoke and continue to smoke, because they are addicted to it, but the main problem with 
smoking is the delivery system rather than the addictive substance. There is no evidence that long term 
nicotine use is bad for health, but there is plenty of evidence that tobacco use is. So we can support 
people shifting (or ‘switching’ as it’s known in smoking cessation circles) from one delivery system to 
another for their nicotine hit. That’s one of the reasons so many people have started using electronic 
cigarettes. Although there has not been enough evidence yet to conclude that ‘vaping’ is entirely harmless, 
it is a healthier alternative to cigarettes. Even though they cannot be recommended currently by stop 
smoking services, many people have chosen to use them and successfully stopped using tobacco 
altogether.

“What do you think was the one main thing that started you smoking again?”
It’s usually a stressful situation. Be mindful of what the person has said. Telling them off is never 
acceptable, but is doubly bad when they have told you they started smoking again because of difficult 
personal circumstances. The main thing here is to be understanding and supportive. If they can identify 
what prompted them to start smoking again, they can be prepared and build a strategy to cope with it the 
next time it occurs, this time without tobacco.

“Which cigarette would you find most difficult to give up?”

The answer they give will indicate which one they will cling to. Help them understand they will be 
supported in developing new habits to deal with the lack of tobacco. 

“Have you ever considered using electronic cigarettes to help you stop smoking?”
Electronic cigarettes are a new method of quitting tobacco, not currently recommended by stop smoking 
services but one popular with smokers, probably because it most closely mimics the action of smoking. It’s 
important to point out whatever gets you away from tobacco is good, but it’s a personal choice they must 
make.

“Have you used a stop smoking service when you’ve tried quitting before?”
If they say “No”, point out that Stop Smoking groups have been proven to be the best way to quit.
If they say “Yes”, ask who it was, if they had any problems and if they would go back again. You may have 
to refer them to a different service or chat with the service they went to before to help them have a better 
experience next time they choose to go.

“Would you be interested in taking part in a stop smoking group?” 
Give them details of your local appropriate group, either one you are providing in-house or your local Stop 
Smoking service.
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 �The first one in the morning
 �The one I have on the way to work
 �The one I have after lunch
 �The one I have after dinner

 �The one I have after sex
 �The one I have with a drink
 �Other



“If not, did you know there are other ways you can get help, information and support?”
 �Face to face (local services like GP or Pharmacist as well as Stop Smoking Service)
 �Distance (online and via telephone service)

Explain the available alternatives to going to a group, their advantages and disadvantages. Face to face 
session aren’t as scary as groups and can be structured more personally. They can also become a bit 
of a tickbox exercise if the provider is only interested in the money associated with getting a quit in their 
service. Some stop smoking services provide online information, text and email support as well as a 
telephone quit support service. Check with local provision so you aren’t recommending things that don’t 
exist in your area.

When you have finished, thank the person and say Goodbye.
If they are interested you could refer them to services now, or alternately you could take their details and 
contact them later with information about services they can access. 
Always make sure that the person you have been speaking to is left with something at the end of the 
exchange. If they want to ask you questions let them. If you can’t answer them tell them you will contact 
them with the answer as soon as you have checked it out. 
Give the person you are dealing with the experience you would like to have.
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